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ABSTRACT 
By utilizing the connections between C"-algebras, groupoids, and inverse semigroups, 
we obtain a characterization theorem, in terms of dynamical systems, of approximately 
finite-dimensional (AF) C"-algebras. The dynamical systems considered in this charac­
terization consist of partially defined homeomorphisms, and our theorem is applied to 
obtain a result about crossed product C*-algebras. The ideas developed here are then 
used to compute the AT-theory for AF algebras, and these AT-theoretic calculations are 
applied to some specific examples of AF algebras. Finally, we show that for a given 
dimension group, a groupoid can be obtained directly from the dimension group's struc­
ture whose associated C*-algebra has K0 group isomorphic to the original dimension 
group. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of dynamical systems to study C*-algebras has received much attention. 
In particular, [29] discusses the C'-algebraic interpretations of a variety of dynamical 
systems concepts and [7], [19], [20] have considered, at least in part. AF subalgebras of 
crossed product C-algebras and used the properties of the dynamical system associated 
with the crossed product to gain information about these algebras. In addition to this, 
the theory of nonselfadjoint subalgebras of AF C-algebras has direct connections with 
dynamical systems [16]. 
This dissertation continues with this theme by exploiting ties that exist between ap­
proximately finite-dimensional (AF) C'-algebras and the theory of groupoids and inverse 
semigroups. The connections between locally compact groupoids and C-algebras have 
been well-studied [25], [12], and in the context of the present work, this theory will be 
applied to groupoids which are equivalence relations. The role of inverse semigroups be­
comes apparent when describing these equivalence relation groupoids as unions of graphs 
of homeomorphisms. The collections of homeomorphisms describing these groupoids will 
have the algebraic structure of an inverse semigroup under composition, and it is through 
these connections that we use dynamical systems to study AF C'-algebras. 
The dynamical systems considered here will be called partial dynamical systems due 
to the fact that they consist of an inverse semigroup of partial homeomorphisms. By 
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a partial homeomorphism 0 on a metric space X we will mean that 0 is only par­
tially defined on X such that Dom(<p) and Ran(0) are open subsets of X and <p is a 
homeomorphism from Dom(0) to Ran(0). A particular instance of how groupoids are 
associated with such partial dynamical systems occurs when we take <p to be a partial 
homeomorphism on a O-dimensional space X and define 
=  {(z, < p n ( x ) )  :  x  € Dom(0n), n  € Z} 
(<Z>° = id|x). The set is a groupoid whose associated C*-algebra is AF if and only if 
for any open set U containing Dom(<p), U^Lo <t>n(U) = X [16, Corollary 4.7]. The initial 
motivation for the work of Chapter 3 arose from the question of how to generalize this 
to the case where the groupoid is the union of the graphs of a countable collection of 
partial homeomorphisms. Note that in the above result, 
{<Tv(« = 4>n\v : n € Z, V" a clopen set in Dom(0n)} 
is such a countable collection of partial homeomorphisms. Thus, the setting here gener­
alizes that of [16]. 
Work in the 1970's by Elliott [6] established A"-theory as an important tool in the 
study of AF C*-algebras. As such, this dissertation considers the Jf-theory of AF Ce-
algebras in light of the results of Chapter 3. In particular, we consider how our dynamical 
systems characterization can be used to compute the dimension group of an AF algebra 
directly from a consideration of its groupoid. Motivation for this is provided in [8], [21], 
and [24]. In [24] and [8], the AT-theory of AF subalgebras of certain crossed products 
is studied, and this /if-theory is computed through use of the short exact sequence of 
Pimsner and Voiculescu [18]. The computations done here are more closely related to 
those of [22], but valid for the more general partial dynamical systems considered here. 
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An effort is then made to describe a method which reverses these AT-theoretic calcu­
lations. That is, we will use character groups to construct inverse semigroups of partial 
homeomorphisms and their associated groupoids. The results of Chapter 4 can then 
be used to prove that these groupoids are not only AF, but that their Ko groups are 
isomorphic to the original dimension groups. This method brings full-circle our ideas in 
Chapter 4 by reversing the process described there. That is, whereas in Chapter 4 we 
compute the Ko group directly from the groupoid, in Chapter 5 we are able to compute 
the groupoid directly from the K0 group. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
2.1 C-algebras 
A Banach space JE is a complete normed linear space. If X is also an algebra over 
C which satisfies ||xy|| < ||x|| • ||y||, for all x, y € X, then X is a Banach algebra. For a 
Banach algebra X, a map x *-*• xm of X into X such that (Ax + y)* = Ax* + y\ (x*)* = x. 
and (xy)e = y'x* for all x, y € X and A € C is called an involution. A Banach «-algebra 
is a Banach algebra with an involution. A C'-algebra is a Banach «-algebra with the 
additional condition that ||x*x|| = ||x||2 for all x € X. 
Example 2.1.1. Let X be any compact Hausdorff space and C(X)  the continuous 
complex-va lued  func t ions  on  X .  Then ,  C(X)  with  the  po in twise  opera t ions  ( f+g) (x )  =  
/(x) +g(x), (A/)(x) = A/(x), (fg)(x) = /(x)y(x), and norm 
ll/lloc = sup |/(l)| 
x<=X 
for all f , g  €  C(X)  and A 6 C is a Banach algebra. The involution f ' ( x )  = /(x) then 
makes C(X) into a C'-algebra. 
Example 2.1.2. Given a Hilbert space a linear operator A :  W -+ i s  bounded 
provided sup{||Ax|| : ||x|| = 1} < oo. We will let BÇH) be the set of all bounded linear 
operators on %. For each bounded operator A, there exists a unique operator A* € B{U) 
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which satisfies the equation {A*a, b) — (a, Ab) for all a, b € H [14]. The operator A" is 
called the adjoint of A, and with involution A >-*• A", BÇH) becomes a C"-algebra. 
A multiplicative linear functional is a nonzero homomorphism of an abelian Banach 
algebra X into C. The set of all multiplicative linear functionals on X is called the 
Gelfand space of X. There is a bijective correspondence between the multiplicative linear 
functionals on X and the maximal ideals of X. so the Gelfand space is also sometimes 
re fe r red  to  as  the  maximal  idea l  space  o f  X.  
Theorem 2.1.3. [4, Corollary 1.2.6] 
The Gelfand space of a unital abelian Banach algebra is a compact Hausdorff space 
under the weak-* topology. If X is not unital then the Gelfand space is locally compact 
Hausdorff. 
For a topological space X, a function f on X has compact support if the set {x € 
X : /(x) # 0} has compact closure. We denote by Ce(X) the set of all continuous 
complex-valued functions of compact support on X. A function / on X is said to 
vanish at infinity if for all e > 0 the set {x € X : |/(x)| > e} is compact in X. The 
set of all continuous complex-valued functions on X vanishing at infinity is denoted by 
Cq(X). In general, Cc(X) c C0(X), but for X compact, CC(X) = C0(X) = C(X). 
Definition 2.1.4. For an abelian Banach algebra X with Gelfand space X%, define the 
Gel fand  t rans form 7  :  X —• CQ(XX)  by  7 (1 )  =  x  where  x (0 )  — <P(x) .  
Theorem 2.1.5. [14, Theorem 4.3.13] 
For an abelian C -algebra 21, the Gelfand transform is an isometric *-isomorphism 
ofVL onto Co(Xa). 
In addition to the references cited, the results of this section are all standard and 
can also be found in [3], [28], and others. 
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2.2 AF Algebras 
Let Mn denote the set ofnxn matrices over C. As a specific instance of the 
situation described in Example 2.1.2, a direct sum Mni 0 • • • © Mnie of matrix algebras 
is a finite-dimensional C'-algebra. Interestingly, all finite-dimensional C-algebras are of 
this form. 
Theorem 2.2.1. [28, Theorem 11.2] 
Let 21 be a finite-dimensional C-algebra. Then, there exist positive integers nl5..., n* 
such that 21 is *-isomorphic to the direct sum Mnx ® • * • © Mnk of full matrix algebras. 
Definition 2.2.2. A C*-algebra 21 is approximately finite-dimensional (AF) provided it 
is the closure of an increasing union of finite-dimensional subalgebras 21*. 
Example 2.2.3. Consider the Cantor middle-thirds set X C [0,1]- Then, X can be 
realized as the intersection of a decreasing sequence of closed subsets {£>n}^L1 of [0,1], 
where each set En consists of a disjoint union of 2n closed intervals in [0,1]. If we let 21* 
represent the subset of C(X) consisting of those functions constant on the intervals of 
En, then 3* is a finite-dimensional C"-algebra isomorphic to C2". Since 
CW=0%,  
n>l 
it follows that C(X)  is an AF algebra. 
To begin a consideration of how AF algebras arise, let 2li and % be finite-dimensional 
C'-algebras with <p : 2lx —• 2l2 a unital injective *-homomorphism. By [28, Corollary 
5-4], 0 is an isometry. If we then consider the inductive system 
2l! A. 2l2 -24 - • -
of finite-dimensional C*-algebras with connecting maps <j>n that are unital injective *-
homomorphisms, we can form the inductive limit Iim2U, c.f. [11], [5], or [26]. The fact 
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that each mapping <j>n is also an isometry then implies that there is a well-defined norm 
on limfln which is inherited from each of the subalgebras Sin- By letting 
21 = lim2ln 
be the closure with respect to this norm, we see that 21 is AF. Therefore, we can take 
either one of two vantage points. One being that an AF algebra is the closure of an 
increasing union of finite-dimensional subalgebras and the other that an AF algebra is 
an inductive limit of finite-dimensional C*-algebras. 
For the matrix algebra M„, we will call the matrix = [aj,m] where 
Ol,m = < 
1, if / = i and m — j 
0, otherwise 
a matrix unit for the algebra Mn. The collection {e i j  : 1 < i , j  <  n} forms a basis for 
Mn and will be called a matrix unit system for Mn. 
By considering the way matrix units are mapped by unital injective *-homomor-
phisms, the next theorem gives us a way to view AF algebras in a relatively simple 
graphical way. 
Theorem 2.2.4. [23, Proposition 1.5] 
Up to unitary equivalence, a unital injective *-homomorphism <j> from the finite-
dimensional C-algebra 2lt to the finite-dimensional C*-algebra maps matrix units to 
sums of matrix units. 
One implication of Theorem 2.2.4 is that we can describe the embedding <z> : — 
Mni © • - • © Mnk -> 2l2 — Mnt © * - - © Mn, graphically. In particular, we can repre­
sent 2lt by the fc-tuple {(1,1) = ni,..., (1, k) = n*} and 2l2 by the /-tuple {(2,1) = 
mi,.. .,(2,1) = mi}. Due to Theorem 2.2.4, the action of (p can be realized by an I x k 
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multiplicity matrix A = [<Zyj. One can then describe 4> by drawing A+J arrows from (1, j) 
to (2,i). The sequence of these graphs for an inductive system of finite-dimensional 
C*-algebras forms an infinite graph called a Bratteli diagram [2]. 
Example 2.2.5. Considering Example 2.2.3, we see that C ( X )  can be realized as the 
closure of the inductive limit of the sequence 
By considering the nature of the mappings <£>„, we see that the Bratteli diagram for 
C(X) is given by 
C 2 ^C 4 ^ . . . ^C 2 ' -
Example 2.2.6. Consider the inductive sequence 
Ma 
of matrix algebras where 
A 0 
<f>n( A )  =  
0 A 
Here the Bratteli diagram is given by 
This is the Canonical Anticommutation Relation (CAR) algebra. 
Example 2.2.7. Very closely related to the CAR algebra of Example 2.2.6 are the 
Uniformly Hyperfinite (UHF) algebras. These algebras correspond to inductive limits 
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of full matrix algebras, and therefore have inductive systems of the form 
M*, •—* Mkz » 
Note that the CAR algebra is a UHF algebra with k*. = 2n for all n > 1. 
In this case, the fact that the mappings are unital implies for all n > 1. 
Thus, the mappings <t>n are unitarily equivalent to the mappings 
A 0 
A •—• . , 
0 A 
where tn+i/t* copies of A appear along the diagonal. As such, the Bratteli diagram will 
be 
fca/fci arrows *3/fc2 arrows 
• • 
2.3 Groupoids 
A groupoid is a set G together with a subset G2 C G x G, a product map (o, b) ab 
from G2 to G, and an inverse map a > a-1 (so that (a-1)-1 = a) from G to G such 
that: 
(i) if (a, 6), (6,c) € G2, then (o6,c), (a, 6c) € G2 and 
(o6)c = a(bc); 
(u) (6,6"1) € G2 for aU 6 € G, and if (a, 6) € G2 then 
a~l(a6) = 6 and (o6)6-1 = o. 
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The unit space G° of a groupoid is defined to be the set {xx~ l  :  x  € G}, with the 
elements of G° being called units. For any groupoid G there are defined the range 
and source maps, r and d, respectively, which map G into G°. They are defined by 
r(x) = xx~l and d{x) = x~lx. The set G2 is called the set of composable pairs. We 
might therefore describe a groupoid as a set with inversion and a partially defined 
multiplication for which the usual properties of a group hold whenever they make sense. 
Example 2.3.1. Any group G is a groupoid. In this case, all pairs of elements (g ,  h )  €  
G x G are composable. Thus, G2 = G x G. Also, there is exactly one unit, the identity 
for the group. 
Example 2.3.2. Any equivalence relation Q C X x X on a set X is a groupoid. In this 
case two elements (w, x) and (y, z) in G are composable if and only if x = y. The group 
of  un i t s  i s  the  d iagona l  { (x ,  x)  :  x  €  X} .  
For our purposes, the groupoids of Example 2.3.2 are of primary importance. In 
particular, we will be interested in topologizing these groupoids and considering the 
continuous functions defined on them. Specifically, we topologize G so that the following 
conditions hold: 
Conditions 2.3.3. 
(i) G is locally compact Hausdorff; 
(ii) The product and inversion maps are continuous; 
(iii) The map x  i-» (x ,  x )  from X to G is a homeomorphism; and 
(iv) G has a basis consisting of sets A for which r|A and d\* are homeomorphisms onto 
open subsets of G-
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Such topological groupoids are said to be r-disrrete. 
The process by which we will associate a C*-algebra to such groupoids involves a con­
sideration of the continuous complex-valued functions of compact support on Ç. Cc(Ç). 
This set will be given a normed *-algebra structure. Specifically, the convolution product 
of two elements /, g € Cc(Q) will be 
( f * g ) ( x , y ) =  53 /(=' 2)9(2,2/)-
This, along with pointwise addition and scalar multiplication gives Cc(G) an algebra 
structure, a proof of which can be found both in [12, Theorem 2.2.1] and [25, Proposition 
1.1, pages 48-50]. However, we include a proof here for the r-discrete case since the 
arguments are somewhat simpler. 
Theorem 2.3.4. With convolution multiplication, Cc{Ç) is an algebra. 
Proof. The only nontrivial things to show are that the convolution multiplication is 
associative and that Cc(G) is closed under this multiplication. Let f,g,h € Cc(Ç). 
Then, for any (z, y) € G, 
f  *  ( g *  h ) ( x , y )  = 53 /(z»w ) ( g  *  h ) ( w , y )  
{w:(y,«/)€$?} 
= 53 w) 53 g ( w , z ) h ( z , y )  
{w:(y,«/)€£} {z:(y,z)€5} 
= 53 53 /(xr w)g(w>z)-
{*•&>*)&} {ur-(sr,ur)€G} 
Now, with z  such that (y, z )  € 5, we have { w  :  (y , w ) € G }  =  {w :  ( z . w )  €  G } ,  and 
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therefore, 
f* (g*h) (x ,y )  =  53  M*,  y )  53  f (x ,w)g(w,z )  
{z:(y,z)€<#} {w:(z,w)€G} 
= 53 Hz,y )U *g){? , z )  
{z.(y,z)Ç.G} 
= 53  ( f*9) (x i  z )h ( z ,  y )  
{z - . ( y^ )€S}  
=  ( f  *g)*h(x ,y ) .  
Next, take (z0, yo)  € (7. Then, by compactness, there exist z1}..., z*  6 X such that 
n 
(/ * 3)(*o: yo) = 53 /(T°' z k)9(z k ,  yo). 
*:=i 
For each t, by r-discreteness, there are neighborhoods of (zo, z*) and (z&, yo), say .4* 
and Bfc, such that r|Afc and d|sk are homeomorphisms onto open subsets of X. Thus, 
since both r and d are continuous [12, page 30], the maps 
(z0, y0) w z0 r^4fc (z0, z*) •—• /(z0, zfc) 
and 
(x0, yo) + yo '—(Zk, yo)1—• yo) 
are continuous at (z@,yo). Therefore, f *g is continuous at (zo,yo). and hence, Cc(G) is 
closed under convolution multiplication. 
• 
If, for / . G —*• C we then define the involution /*(z, y)  =  f{y ,x ) ,  where /(y,z) 
denotes the complex conjugate of /(y,z), then Cc(G) achieves a «-algebra structure. 
The norm on Cc(G) will be defined through a consideration of the two norms || - ||/.r and 
II • II/,d given by 
11/11/, = sup 53 l/(^y)l 
x € X  l ( x , v ) - - (x , y )€G}  
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and 
ll/lk<* = sup 53 i/C1' y)i-
y€X {(i,y):(i,y)€C> 
Remark 1. The sums appearing in the definitions for the convolution product and the 
two norms || • ||/>r and || • ||^ are finite sums due to the fact that the functions in Cc{Q) 
have compact support. So, for example, with z fixed and / € Cc(G), the set 
{y : (z, y) € G and /(z,y) # 0} 
is finite. 
We then give Ce(G) the /-norm 
ll/llz = max{||/||/,, \\f\\i4}-
Theorem 2.3.5. [12, Theorem 2.2.1] 
For G an r-discrete equivalence relation groupoid, Ce(G) is a normed *-algebra under 
convolution multiplication and the norm || • ||/. 
Considering all representations it of Ce(G) which are /-norm continuous, we define 
the norm || • || on Ce(G) by |[/[| = sup ||ir(/)||. That this is a C*-algebra norm is shown 1T 
by Paterson [12, §3.1], and the completion of Ce(G) under this norm is the C'-algebra 
o f  G ,  C * ( G ) .  
To put the nature of the C'-algebra C m (G)  in more concrete terms, we consider 
a  spec i f i c  r epresen ta t ion  o f  C c (G) -  To beg in ,  l e t  ( z ,y )  €  G- We then  def ine  G y  ~ 
{(o, 6) € G • b = y} and let Ay denote counting measure on Gy- Then, the representation 
7Ty : Cc(G) —*• B(L2(Gy, Ay)) is given by [%(/)] (F) = f * F. Now, the reduced norm 
II • 11 red on Cc(G) is given by 
||/||red = sup||7ry(/)||. 
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Clearly ||/||r«* < 11/11» and the completion of C c (G)  under ||-||re<1 is the reduced C'-algebra, 
c;jg) of g. 
Theorem 2.3.6. [25, Proposition 4.2] 
1. For f € cm 11/11=0 < ll/llred < 11/11; 
2. C c (Ç)  C C'{Ç) C C*rJ9) C Co(Q); 
3. The operations in C*cd(Q) and C'(Ç) may be expressed in the same way as in the 
*-algebra Cc(Q). 
This result allows us to view (and work with) elements of both C'(Ç) and C"ED(Ç) 
as continuous functions on Ç which vanish at infinity. 
Remark 2. In Paterson [12] and Renault [25], it is shown how to associate C*-algebras 
to much more general topological groupoids than the r-discrete equivalence relation 
groupoids considered here. 
2.4 /V-Theory for AF Algebras 
An element A of a C*-aIgebra 21 is called a projection if it is a self-adjoint (A = A*) 
idempotent (A2 = A). The projections P and Q are said to be «-equivalent if there exists 
an element R 6 21 such that P — R'R and Q = RR". Two projections in (Jn>i Mi(21), 
say P € Mn(2l) and Q € Af„(2l) with m < n, are then said to be equivalent (P ~ Q) if 
P © On-m is «-equivalent to Q in Mi (21). 
Theorem 2.4.1. [4, Theorem IV.1.6] 
If % is an AF algebra then ~ is an equivalence relation on the set of all projections 
*n U»>i Mi (21)-
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Let Kq(VSl) denote the collection of all ~ equivalence classes in (Jn>i Mi (21) for 21 
AF. 
Definition 2.4.2. The K0 group of the AF algebra 21, AT0(2l), is the Grothendieck 
group of ATq"(21). That is, J^(2l) is the set of all formal differences of elements in KQ(2L) 
modulo the identification of a% — 6% with a2 — 63 if and only if a: + 62 = a2 + 6;. 
Define a relation on Ko(%L) by setting x < y if y — x € KQ (21). One then says that 
u € Afo"(2l) is an order unit of ATq(21) if for every x € K0(21) there exists a positive 
integer n such that —nu < x < nu. In the case that 21 is unital, the equivalence class 
it = [/] of the identity is an order unit. 
Definition 2.4.3. The dimension group of an AF algebra 21 is the scaled ordered group 
(tfo(20,tfo+(2l),u). 
For a dimension group (G, G^.u), we define the scale F(G) to be the set 
F(G) = {g € G+ : 0 < g < u}. 
Then, a positive homomorphism of a dimension group (G,  G~*~.  F(G)) into another dimen­
sion group (H,H+,r(H)) is a homomorphism rp of G into H such that iï(G~) c H+. 
The map ip is called contractive if 0(F(G)) C T(H) and unital if ip(ua) — ujy. 
If {(Gm,G+,r(Gm))} is a sequence of dimension groups with VJm,n : Gm -> Gn 
contractive homomorphisms for all m < n, then the inductive limit G = lim Gn is the 
group (G,G+,r(G)) with the properties 
(i) there exist homomorphisms ipm ' Gm —• G such that t£n0m,n = for all m < n; 
(u) G+ := LL>1 tUGti and T(G) := Um>, VM(T(GM)); and 
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(iii) if H is any (ordered) group and pn '• Gn —>• H are homomorphisms such that 
Pm = Pn^m,n for all m < n, then there is a homomorphism p : G -> H so that 
Pm = /70m for all m > 1. If pm are all positive or contractive, then so is p. This is 
the universal property of the direct limit. 
We then have the following, which gives us a convenient way to compute the dimen­
sion group of an AF algebra. 
Theorem 2.4.4. [4, Theorem IV.3.3] 
If 21 = (J«>i is an AF algebra with connecting homomorphisms : 21* —» 
then 
as scaled dimension groups where the connecting maps <z>„. : Kq(%i) —> Ao(9L-ri) ore 
given by 4>n,i[P\) = [4>n{P)\-
Example 2.4.5. Consider the CAR algebra of Example 2.2.6. From Theorem 2.4.4 we 
know that JCo(£) = lim/fo(%i)- In the matrix algebra Mi, two projections P and Q are 
equivalent if and only if they have the same rank (since rank(itR') = rank(/2*/Z) for any 
matrix R). Thus, since 9L = M?*, we conclude that Ao(SL) = (Z, Z+. 2n). We therefore 
have /Co(21) = lim(Z,Z+, 2"), where the connecting homomorphisms <j>„. : (Z, Z+, 2") —• 
(Z, Z+, 2n+1) are such that <p„. (r) = 2x. 
Now, for each n > 1 define the homomorphism : Z —• Z[l/2]. where Z[l/2] 
represents the diadic rationals, by d)„(x) = 2~nx. Then, the diagram 
AT0(2l) = limAT0(2ln) 
Z 
Z[l/2] 
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commutes since for any x € Z, 
<t>n+1 » = <t>n+l(2x) 
- 2~(n+l)(2x) 
= 2-ni 
= <£»(*)-
It follows by the universal property of direct limits that 
fio(a) = lim(Z,Z+.2n) S (Z[l/2],Z+[l/2], 1). 
The use of dimension groups in the study of AF algebras is of particular importance 
in light of the following theorem due to Elliott [6]. 
Theorem 2.4.6 (Elliott). Two AF algebras 21 and ® are #-isomorphic if and only if 
their scaled dimension groups are isomorphic. 
For more on dimension groups and Af-theory, consult [1] or [4]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
AF GROUPOroS AND PARTIAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
The main result of this section is a dynamical systems characterization theorem for 
AF algebras (Theorem 3.2.3). This theorem is obtained through a consideration of 
certain inverse semigroups of partial bomeomorphisms (Definition 3.1.2), and will be 
used to show that the inverse semigroup of the odometer map is not AF (Section 3.3). 
Previously, the proof of this fact had been via /V-theorv. 
3.1 Inverse Semigroups of Partial Homeomorphisms 
A semigroup is a set on which there is defined an associative multiplication operation. 
An inverse semigroup Z is a semigroup such that for each s € Z there exists a unique 
t € Z so that 
sts — s and tst = t. 
The element t is often denoted by s-1. See [10] or [17] for more on inverse semigroups. 
Example 3.1.1. Let Y be any set and Z(Y) the set of all partial one-to-one maps 
on Y. That is, each element of X(Y) is a bijection from a subset A C Y to another 
subset B C Y. Then, I(Y) is an inverse semigroup. The product of 7% : A -> B and 
Ti : C D is 7\r2 : r2-1(Z)n A) —» Tt(DnA) where 2iT2(c) = Tx oT2(c). The element 
Tt-1 is simply the inverse mapping of 7\. 
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Definition 3.1.2. Given a metric space X, a partial homeomorphism à is a partially 
defined mappping on X such that Dom(<£) and Ran(0) are open subsets of X and 
<i> : Dom(0) —> Ran(0) is a homeomorphism. 
Definition 3.1.3. A topological space X is H-Himensinnal provided it has a basis con­
sisting of clopen sets. 
As [23], [27], and the following example show, inverse semigroups of partially defined 
mappings arise in the study of AF algebras. 
Example 3.1.4. Let $21 = U^Lo 9k be an AF C*-algebra with 21* = Mk( i,R) © • • • © 
for all n > 1, and suppose that on is the unital *-homomorphism that embeds 
%i into for all n > 1. Let S C 21 be the canonical masa S = L£Lo®«' where 
$)n is spanned by the diagonal matrix units in and let Xa be the Gelfand spectrum 
of 2). Each element of Xa corresponds uniquely to a decreasing sequence of minimal 
projections in 21. To be more specific, for any n > 1, 1 < r < m*, and 1 < s < k{r, n), 
let es<s(r, n) = e,(r,n) € be a diagonal matrix unit of 21. By Theorem 2.2.4, 
0„(e,(r,n)) is a sum of diagonal matrix units in 2L„+l. say 
C 
0n(e,(r, n)) = (Q*> « + 1), 
t=i 
where c depends on the multiplicity matrix of the embedding. The elements of Xa are 
such that if e„ (rt, 1) > eSl (r2,2) > ... is one of the sequences in Xa then e,n+l (rn+1, n + 
1) appears in the sum ^R(e^,(rn,n)), for all n > 1. 
We now define the set ês(r, n) C Xa to be the collection of all sequences in Xa with 
the matrix unit e,(r, n) as the n-th coordinate. Then, the topology on Xa has as a basis 
the collection 
oo mn fc(r,n) 
V V V n)-
n=l r=l s=L 
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From Theorem 2.1.3, Xa is Hausdorff and compact. Furthermore, given any two basis 
elements eSl(ri,ni) and e,2(r2, n2), say with tlx < n2, we know that 
<Pn2-1 °<Pn2-2 o • • • o 0m (^ai 0"i, T^)) 
is a sum of matrix units in If e52(r2, n2) appears in this sum then ?,2(r2,n2) C 
e,1(rl,rii). Otherwise, the two basis elements are disjoint. Hence, the basis for the 
topology consists of clopen sets, and as such, Xa is a 0-dimensional compact Hausdorff 
space. 
Partial bomeomorphisms on Xa that correspond to the matrix units in 91 can then be 
defined as follows. Let e5,y(r, n) € Mk(r,n) be a matrix unit. Define the map eJvJ'(r. n) : 
e,(r, n) -» e5-(r, n) by letting [esy(r, n)]((xt,x2,...)) be the sequence (yi,y2, • - •) where 
î/n = [cs,j'(r. n)]e [e,y (r, n)] 
and for I > n, 
Vi = i o • • • o 0„(e,^(r, n))]e z, [<?(_! o . • - o <p„(e,,y (r. n))]. 
Since specification of the n-th coordinate of a sequence in Xa uniquely determines those 
coordinates that come before it, we have a uniquely defined map from the clopen set 
e,(r,n) to the clopen set es/(r, n). 
These matrix unit partial bomeomorphisms describe an inverse semigroup of partial 
bomeomorphisms on Xa since composition of these matrix unit partial bomeomorphisms 
is simply multiplication in the algebra 9L With eSty(r, n)™1 = e$,y(r,n)e being defined 
by the involution on 91, we then see that the set of all matrix units in 91 forms an inverse 
semigroup of partial bomeomorphisms on Xa 
In addition to describing an inverse semigroup, the matrix unit partial bomeomor­
phisms can be used to define an equivalence relation on Xa In particular, two sequences 
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(xi, %2, - - •) and (yx, yz,. ..) in X% will be equivalent if and only if there exists an n > 1 
and matrix unit e4,y(r,n) € 2n such that 
[e,y(r,n)]((xi,x2l...)) = (yi, %,.••)• 
The equivalence relation groupoid that results will be denoted by and can be viewed 
as simply being the union of the graphs of the matrix unit partial bomeomorphisms 
described above. 
This example is of particular importance for the present work. Specifically, we will 
be interested in establishing conditions which characterize inverse semigroups of partial 
bomeomorphisms of this type. 
To begin a description of this characterization, we let X be a O-dimensional compact 
Hausdorff space. Suppose that {<7^ : n > 0,1 < r < m*, 1 < s < /c(r. n)} is a countable 
collection of partial bomeomorphisms on X where {m*}^ is a sequence of positive 
integers (with mo = 1), and, for each n > 1 and 1 < r < mn, *(r. n) € Z+. Further 
suppose that for any partial homeomorphism in this collection, say crlnJ, Dom(cr^), is 
the clopen set B(r,n) c X. That is to say, for n and r fixed, ..., n) share a 
common domain of B(r,n).  
We now form the clopen subsets Un. for all n > 1, of X by 
mn 
UN = |J B(r,n), 
and suppose that for each n > 1, the collection {B(r, n)}^?t partitions Un. In partic­
ular, for each fixed n > 1, the sets {B(r, n)}^ are pairwise disjoint. For notational 
convenience,  let  UQ  = B(l,  0) = X. 
With the notation thus established, we assume that for each fixed n > 1 the collection 
{<?£* : 1 < r < mn, 1 < s < iz(r, n)} satisfies the following conditions. 
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Conditions 3.1.5. 
(i) <r£i (x) = x, for all 1 < r < mn and x € B(r,  n);  
(ii) for each 1 < r < m* and 1 < s < /c(r,n), there exists an z, 1 < i < rrin-i, such 
that trî$(B(r,n)) C B(i,n — 1); and 
(iii) Vr=i VÏÏn) f fr$(B(r,n))  is a partition of Un- i. 
We will consider the inverse semigroup generated by these partial bomeomorphisms 
(Definition 3.1.6). 
Remark 3. From conditions (i) and (ii) it follows that the sequence {t7R}£Lt is nested 
decreasing. 
Given a collection T of partial bomeomorphisms on a topological space X, let A(T) 
be the set of partial bomeomorphisms on X given by 
A(T) = {p : 3<x € T and clopen subset B c Dom(<r) with p = <t\B}-
Note that T c A(T). We then make the following definition. 
Definition 3.1.6. Given a collection T of partial bomeomorphisms on a topological 
space X, the inverse semigroup generated by T will be the smallest set of partial bome­
omorphisms on X which contains A(T) and is closed for inverses and compositions 
(wherever those compositions make sense). 
For the collection {<7r"'} described above, we will now give a description of this 
inverse semigroup. To begin, let S be the inverse semigroup generated by {<Trj } and 
define = (Trjs for all 1 < r < mi and 1 < s < k(r, 1) = /c(r. 1). By then taking 
the compositions o of the partial bomeomorphisms {al2J} with the partial 
bomeomorphisms we obtain partial bomeomorphisms {r^}. for 1 < r' < m2 
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and 1 < s' < k(r ' ,  s) for some k(r ' ,  2) € Z+, which are in S and for which Dom(i^y) = 
B(r', 2) for all r' and s'. We proceed inductively to obtain, for all n > 1, the partial 
bomeomorphisms {r^} where 1 < r < rrin and 1 < s < k(r,n) for some k(r,n) € Z+, 
such that Dom(rr,5)) = B(r,n), for all r and s, and where each is an element of S. 
Remark 4. The collection {rj"1 : n > 1,1 < r < m„, 1 < s < *(r,n)} of partial 
bomeomorphisms so constructed is also a generating set for 5 since it contains ainJ for 
every n,  r ,  and s.  
Remark 5. For each n > 1, 
mn k(r,n) 
V V rW(3(r,n)) 
r=l 
forms a partition of X, and the sequence of partitions thus obtained is a sequence of 
successively finer partitions of X. 
Now, let H be an equivalence relation groupoid on X with topology satisfying Con­
ditions 2.3.3. We will say that an inverse semigroup Z of partial bomeomorphisms (on 
X) generates H. if the union of the graphs of the partial bomeomorphisms in Z equals 
H. This leads us to make the following definitions. 
Definition 3.1.7. A groupoid H will be called an AF groupoid provided C'(7£) is AF. 
Definition 3.1.8. We will call an inverse semigroup Z of partial bomeomorphisms an 
AF inverse semigroup provided the groupoid generated by Z is an AF groupoid. 
Remark 6. When a groupoid is generated by an inverse semigroup Z, we will assume the 
groupoid has a topology with basis consisting of the graphs of elements of Z restricted 
to clopen subsets in X. 
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3.2 Characterizing AF Inverse Semigroups 
We will characterize those inverse semigroups of partial bomeomorphisms which are 
AF by showing that Conditions 3.1.5 are sufficient to describe AF inverse semigroups. 
To begin, for any n > 1, define the set 
m* *(r,R) 
= U U r(rM OTr(."r l)-
r=l 5,j'=1 
Lemma 3.2.1. The sequence {7^n}^L l  is  a nested increasing sequence of  groupoids.  
Proof First, for any n > 1 let (x, y) E 7^. That is to say, there exists r, s, s' such that 
(x, y) € T O rr(y 1 j. So, y = o \X). It follows that 
^?~l(y) = TrnJ \x) € J9(r,n). 
By construction, there exists B(r, n -+-1) and t—1"11 such that 
= ^
r
'(«) € rft*l,(fl(f,n + 1». 
So, for some z 6 B(f, n +1), 
T$°T<»+"(z)=y 
and 
Again, by construction, there exist si and s2 such that 
and 
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Hence, we see that y = (Z) and z = \x), which leaves y = O 
l(x). Therefore, 
mn+i fc(r,n+l) 
(x, y) € (J (J T (t£+1) o Tr("7l) ) = %*+i. 
r= 1 5,j'=l 
So, is nested increasing. It remains to show that each is a groupoid. 
To show Tin is a groupoid, the only nontrivial part is to show that if (x. y), (y, z) € Tin 
then (x, z) € Tin- For (x, y), (y, z) to be elements of Tin implies the existence of integers 
r, r, si, s2, sT, s? such that 
y = Tr("l ° 
and 
By construction, since the collection V^i V*=in) r%s(B(r,  n))  forms a partition of X ,  it 
must be that r£n = Hence, 
which completes the proof. 
• 
Now, define Tl = (Jn>1 Tin- Clearly, by Lemma 3.2.1, H is an equivalence relation, 
and in fact, is the groupoid generated by the inverse semigroup S from above. Thus, by 
Remark 4 we see that H has as a basis for its topology the collection 
oo mn k(r,n) 
\J V V {^(p) : there exists B C Ran(rjy), clopen, with p — rj"1 o ^|g}, 
71=1 r=l J,y=i 
where F(p) represents the graph of p as a subset of X x X. 
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Remark 7. By using arguments similar to those in Lemma 3.2.1, one can show that if 
Bi = F (rr"ii ° Tr,ny| ) and B2 = T o 1 j are two basis elements of H then 
either B\ and B2 are disjoint or one is a subset of the other. Hence, the topology of Ti 
has a basis consisting of clopen sets. It also follows easily that each basis element is in 
fact compact. Thus, since each is a finite union of compact open subsets of Ti, Tin 
is compact for all n > 1. 
For n > 1 fixed, consider Cc(7in) = C(Hn), the continuous functions (of compact 
support) on Tin- We endow this set with the groupoid convolution multiplication in order 
to obtain a  *-algebra structure.  Let  1  < r  < m„, g E C (B(r ,n)) ,  and 1 < i , j  < k{r,n) 
be given, and define f-j ® g E C(T^) by 
fiTJ ® g(x, y) = f 9 o rff 
l(z), if (z, y) E T o r%} ^ 
I 0, otherwise. 
In the following lemma, which is somewhat similar to [22, Lemma 2.2], we show that 
C(TZn) is spanned by functions of this form. 
Lemma 3.2.2. The algebra C(Tln) is isomorphic to 
771 n 
®Mwr,,(C(B(r.n))). 
r=l 
Proof. First, we take g E C(Tln)- Let r[rJ = V o If we let 
0lr('.>(*»y) = g(x,y) ,  if (z. y) E F^J 
0, otherwise, 
then it is clear that 
mn *(r,n) 
r= 1 :j=l 
It is also straightforward to see that <7ir(r) = f\TJ ® g, with 
9 = go r-1 o r£} : B(r, n) -» C, 
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<r) _v ,(»)< where here r : F\J —• rrl jJ(B(r, n)) is projection onto the first coordinate and restricted 
to the subset of ft. The map r is essentially the range map of Renault [25] described 
in §2.3, and since both r and tJ™* are bomeomorphisms in this case, we see that g € 
C(B(r,n)). Hence, it follows that C(#*) is equal to the span of the collection 
{ f i j  ® 0 : 1 < r < mn, 1 < i, j < k(r, n),g € C(B(r, n))j . 
Now, for l < r x  < r 2 <  m*, g t  € C(B(rl;n)), g 2  € C(B(r2,n)), 1 < n,< *(rltn), 
and 1 < 1*2, j2 < *(r2, n) we have 
(4J! ® 9I)  * (/# ® ft) = 0 
since n))r\r^i2(B(r2, n)) = 0, where * is the convolution product on C(%*). 
Next, let 1 < r < mn be fixed and take 1 < < k{r,n).  If j  ± I then 
r^j }(B(r,n))  flr^)(B(r.n)) = 0, and so, for gi,g2  € C(B(r.n)) ,  we again have 
(//j ®  5i) *  ( f t ,m ® ft) = 0-
However, if j = I take (z, z) € F-j and (z, y) € rj1^. Then, 
( f i j  ®9i)  * (/£! ® ft) (x,  y)  = f l rJ ® ^i(z, z) • //2 ® ft(z, y) 
= 9i ° \ x ) - g 2 o r f f  l ( z ) .  
Also, we see that ® (si • ft)(x, y) = • ^ 2)  °  \x)  since 
y = 4nÀ ° Tr? \2) ^ 4?ÀOTrT'1 OTrJ OTrf'1(x) 
= «o^(z). 
So, 
//,m ® (9L •  92)(X, y)=gio T% }  '(zl-ftorj1 L(z). 
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Since z — r£V o (x) we see that rj^ (x) — rf f  (z)  due to the fact that j  = 1. 
Hence, for all (x, y) 6 Tin, 
In particular, 
/i,m ® (9i • ft)(*, y) = (f$ ® 51) * (//2 ® ft) (*» 2/)-
(/w ® Xfl(r.n,) * (//,m ® Xfl(,.n)) = (4m ® XB(r,»)) ' 
where <?,,/ = 1 if j = Z and 0 if j # Z. 
Next, for r, g, i, j as above, we see that 
/j? ® p(r, y) = ' 5 
0 \x), if (x,y) 6 ry 
0, otherwise 
and 
®g(y,x) = s
o^? "(y). if (y,x) e F£ 
0, otherwise. 
Thus, since (x, y) € F^ implies not only that (y.x)  € F^ but also that \x) = 
Tr^ (y)> we see that in fact, 
/j? ® y) = fij ® y(y, r), 
for all (x,y) € ft»,. Therefore, 
( f i j  ® s)  (x,  y)  = f[ rJ @ g(y,  x) = /JJ} $ f(y, x) 
= fj4 ®î?(x,y) .  
SO,  ( f£  ® X»(r.„>) = /j,? ® Xa(r ,n)  '  
Finally, because the images of the partial bomeomorphisms {rj"*} partition X. we 
have that 
-1 
'(«•) 
mn *(*•»«) 
Î3 23 /m ® Xa(r.n, = X 
r=l 1=1 
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is the identity on C(ftn)-
This shows that for each 1 < r < m%, the collection of functions { f i j ® X B(r,n) C 
C(ftn) forms a system of matrix units for a full k(r, n) x k(r,n) matrix algebra. This 
completes the proof. 
D 
Now, considering the sequence of algebras {C(7^n)}^Ll, define, for each n > 1, the 
map 6,,n+i : C(ft*) -)• C(ftn+1) by 
0n,n+i(/)(r,y) = < f (x,y) ,  if (x, y) € ft* 
0, otherwise. 
Since ft* is a subset of ft*+i, it follows that 4 >n,n+i( f )  is in fact an element of C(ft„+1). 
It is also fairly clear that <t>n,n+1 is a unital injective *-homomorphism. We can therefore 
view C(ftn) as a subalgebra of C(ftn+i), and in fact, via the map <$„ : C(ftn) -> Cc(ft), 
where 
, ,,v . / /(^y). if (x,y) €ftn 
*„(/)(?, y ) = < 
I 0, otherwise, 
we embed C(ftn) as a ^-subalgebra of Cc(ft). As such, we have 
00 
If, however, we let / € Cc(ft), then by the compactness of supp(/), the support of /, 
there exists an N > 1 such that 
m# k(r,N) 
supp(/)CQ (J r (t%> O T™ ) . 
r=l J,y=l 
So, f\nN 6 C(ftjv) and we see that (/|kiV) = /. Therefore, 
00 
U C(%.) = Cc(R). 
ftsl 
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Now, as in Example 2.2.3, if W is a O-dimensional compact Hausdorff space, there ex­
ists a sequence {^n}^Li of successively finer partitions of W which generate the topology. 
Thus, C{W) is the closed union of an increasing sequence of subalgebras, {C(£'n)}^.1, 
where C(En) consists of those functions that are constant on elements of the partition 
En. Hence, C(W) is AF. It follows that for k > 1, Mk(C(W)) is AF. Therefore, for all 
n > 1, C(Kn) is an AF algebra, and so, by [2], 
c-(tt) = CJKj = (J<?(R«) 
">1 
is an AF algebra. We summarize in the following theorem, which establishes the suffi­
ciency of Conditions 3.1.5. 
Theorem 3.2.3. Suppose there exists a nested decreasing sequence of clopen subsets 
{t/n}£L0 of X (0-dimensional), clopen sets (B(r, n)}^t for each n > 0 which partition 
Un (with UQ = £(1,0) = X), and a countable collection 
{^rï : n > 0,1 < r < ™n, 1 < s < /c(r, n)} 
of partial bomeomorphisms on X such that Dom(crl™J) = B(r,n) for all n. r, and s, 
and which satisfy Conditions 3.1.5. Then, the r-discrete groupoid corresponding to the 
inverse semigroup generated by this collection of partial homeomorphisms is AF. 
With the sufficiency of Conditions 3.1.5 now established, we turn to their necessity, 
which can be seen by considering the matrix units of the AF algebra 21 = (Jn>121*. 
Assuming 21* 0 • * • © let aj-jj be the matrix unit partial homeomor­
phism ei^(r, 1) for all 1 < r < mi and 1 < s < k(r,  1). With <p„ : 21* -> 2L+i the unital 
infective *-homomorphism embedding 21* into 2l*+1 for all n, suppose <Pi(ex(r. n)) is the 
sum of matrix units given by 
c(r) 
0i(ei(r,n)) = 52eA(r)(at(r),n + 1). 
i=i 
Taking {<7r"+1)} to be the partial bomeomorphisms 
{ei.A(r)(ot/(r), n 4-1) : 1 < r < rrin, 1 < / < c(r)} 
and the clopen sets B(r,n) = ei(r,n), for all n > 1 and 1 < r < m*, we see that 
the inverse semigroup of matrix unit partial bomeomorphisms in 21 contains a sub­
set satisfying Conditions 3.1.5. Furthermore, it is clear that since the matrix units 
{ei,j(r, 1) : 1 < r < mi, 1 < s < k(r, 1)} generate 2li, the subset satisfying Conditions 
3.1.5 generates the inverse semigroup of partial bomeomorphisms in 21. 
These observations lead to the following corollaries of Theorem 3.2.3. the first of 
which is a generalization of [16, Corollary 4.7]. 
Corollary 3.2.4. The r-discrete groupoid Tt is AF if and only if it is an equivalence 
relation on the O-dimensional space X and there exists a countable collection of partial 
homeomorphisms (as in Theorem 3.2.3) satisfying Conditions 3.1.5. 
Corollary 3.2.5. An inverse semigroup of partial homeomorphisms on a O-dimensional 
space X is AF if and only if it is generated by a subset satisfying Conditions 3.1.5. 
Remark 8. We here briefly mention a connection between our results and the theory 
of nonselfadjoint subalgebras of C*-algebras. Specifically, suppose T is a set of partial 
homeomorphisms on X and consider the inverse semigroup Z generated by T. Suppose 
V c Z is a set of partial homeomorphisms containing A(T) and for which V o V c 
Vy u V~l = Z, and 
V n V~ l  = {p : there exists a clopen subset B C X with p = id|»}. 
In the case that T is a countable collection of partial homeomorphisms satisfying Con­
ditions 3.1.5, Corollary 3.2.5 tells us that Z is AF. If TV is the groupoid generated by 
Z, then the set V will be such that its associated nonselfadjoint subalgebra of C'ÇR?) is 
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a triangular AF algebra [15]. In the context of the above discussion, T can be taken to 
be the collection 
{OrS : 71 - °' 1 - r - m"'1 - S ^ %(?"' n)> 
of partial homeomorphisms and the inverse semigroup Z will then correspond to S. 
3.3 The Odometer Inverse Semigroup 
In addition to providing an interesting dynamical systems approach to characterizing 
AF algebras (and therefore AF groupoids), Theorem 3.2.3 will be used here to give a new 
proof that a certain crossed product C*-algebra is not AF without utilizing A--theory. 
Before this, however, we prove the following lemma, which is of interest in its own right. 
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose Z is an AF inverse semigroup of partial homeomorphisms on 
X. If p€ Z and p (Dom(p)) = Dom(p) then p = id\ £)om(p). 
Proof. By Corollary 3.2.5, there exists a generating set for Z which satisfies Conditions 
3.1.5. Thus, Remark 4 implies that if p € Z then there exists an n > 0. 1 < r < mn. 
and 1 < s, s' < k{r, n) such that 
p = 4? ° 1jfi 
for some clopen subset B C X. Now, by Remark 5. if s # s '  then (B{r.n))  n  
rjy (B(r, n)) = 0. Thus, p(B) D B = 0. Hence, p(B) = B implies s = s', and so, 
p = id|s. 
• 
We now use this lemma to prove a certain groupoid is not AF. In particular, let 
X = TTÎT-i {0, 1}r be the set of all sequences of O's and l's with the product topology. 
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Define the odometer map <p : X —• X by <p((z„)) = (yn), where 
0, if z, = 1 for all 1 < i < n 
Un = < 1, if Xi = 1 for all 1 < i < n — 1 and zn = 0 
Xn, if Xi = 0 for some 1 < i < n — 1. 
This map is a homeomorphism on X and we will show that the groupoid 
ft = {(z, <pn(x)) : z 6 X, n € Z} 
is not AF. 
Considering <j>, we let B = {(z„) € X : zi = oi}, for some fixed ai- Then, 02{B) = B 
but, since 
«p2((o1?0,0,...)) = (ax, 1,0,0,...), 
we see that <p2|s # id|g. Hence, the inverse semigroup which generates ft is not AF by-
Lemma 3.3.1. 
Remark 9. The groupoid ft is such that C*(ft) is the crossed product C'-algebra 
C{X) x0Z (see [13] for more on crossed product C*-algebras). Hence, the result of this 
example could be obtained by appealing to /V-theorv and showing that ATt(C*(ft)) # 0. 
Since, cf. [4] or [1], the Ki group of an AF algebra must be 0, it follows that C*(ft) is 
not AF. 
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CHAPTER 4 
K-THEORY FOR AF GROUPOIDS 
The ideas used in developing Theorem 3.2.3 of the previous chapter will now be 
used to compute the dimension group of an arbitrary AF algebra 21. In the sense that 
the inverse semigroup of partial homeomorphisms arising from the matrix units in 21 
provides a direct connection to the resulting AF groupoid %&, this chapter will establish 
a direct connection between AF groupoids and AT-theory. 
4.1 Continuous Functions on O-Dimensional Spaces 
Let X be a O-dimensional compact Hausdorff space with countable basis and con­
sider the continuous functions on X. One can show that there then exists a sequence 
{£'n}^L1 of successively finer partitions of X which generate the topology. It follows, as 
in Example 2.2.3, that C(X) is the closed union of an increasing sequence of subalge-
bras {C(£'n)}^L1 where C(En) consists of those functions constant on elements of the 
partition En. As such, C(X) is AF. 
To compute the dimension group of C(X),  one utilizes Theorem 2.4.4 and determines 
the inductive limit limÂ*0(C(£,n)). For any given n > 1, the projections in C(En) will 
simply be functions of the form $3'=i diXAt where the partition En consists of the subsets 
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{Ai,..., A/} and <$, is either O or 1 for all i. Thus, the dimension group of C(En)  will be 
where C(En ,  Z) are the continuous functions from X to Z which are constant on elements 
of the partition En. As such, we conclude that 
since generates the topology on X. 
4.2 Dimension Groups and Partial Dynamical Systems 
We are now interested in computing the AT-theory for an AF algebra by utilizing the 
characterization theorem of Chapter 3. Specifically, let 71 be an AF groupoid and, utiliz­
ing the notation of the previous chapter, consider the sequence of subgroupoids 
of n. 
Lemma 4.2.1. For each n > 1, 
K-„(C(B„)) = (C(£„,Z),C(E„,Z+),x*), 
JV0(C(X)) = (C(X,Z),C(X,Z*),x,) 
K,(C(R.))asC(y„,Z) 
and A%-(C(R»)) S C(Un,Z*). 
Proof. We have by Lemma 3.2.2 that 
Ko(C(%,)) S Ko 0Mt|r,„,(C(B(r,n))) 
mn 
a 0jro(Me„„(C(B(r,n)))). 
Since Ko (Mk(T i n l{C(B{r,  n)))) = K0(C(B(r,  n))), we then have 
Ko(C{1^)) s ®ï,(C(S(r,»))) 
S 0C(S(r,n),Z). 
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Because Un is partitioned by {B(r, n)}^, we have the desired result. 
D 
As noted above, for W O-dimensional, C(W) is AF. It follows that for k > 1, 
Mk(C(W)) is AF, and in fact, using our earlier notation, that 
M k(C(W)) = (J M t(C(£„)).  
n>l 
Furthermore, we note that M*(C(£'n)) Sè From Davidson [4, Corollary IV. 1.3], 
any projection P € Mk(C(W)) is «-equivalent to a projection Q in Mk{C(En))  for some 
n. But, a standard result from matrix theory then tells us that Q is unitarily equivalent 
to a diagonal matrix in ©jfî'A/*. We connect this diagonal matrix to P via «-equivalence 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.2. [1, Proposition 4.2.5] 
Suppose A and B are unitarily equivalent projections in a unital C-algebra. Then 
A and B are *-equivalent. 
Proof. Suppose A = U* BU with U unitary and let X = BU. Then, 
X'X = U'B'BU = U'BBU = U'BU = A 
and 
XX' = BUU'B' = BB* =BB = B. 
Hence, A and B are «-equivalent. 
• 
Therefore, by this result, P is «-equivalent to a diagonal projection in ©jf^'M* for 
some n > 1. Hence, every projection in Mk(C(W)) is equivalent to a diagonal element 
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diag(Ax,..., At) of M k{C(W)),  where each of the Ai,..., Afc are characteristic functions 
of clopen subsets of W. 
Now, taking a projection p € C(Hn) S ©^1A/*(r,n)(C,(.B(r,n))),  we will deter­
mine \p], the equivalence class of p. By the arguments immediately above, we may 
assume without a loss of generality that p is a direct sum of diagonal projections in 
®^iMfc(r,n)(C(S(r,n))). So, 
mn fc(r.n) 
p=53 53 
r=l i=l 
where the Ar,i are clopen subsets of B(r, n), for all r and z. Thus, 
mn *(r,n) 
H = £ 5Z x-,,-
r=l i=l 
In particular, this gives the order unit un of Ko(C(Hn)) as 
= [xaw] = 
mn fc(r.n) 
£ 53 ® xe(,.n) 
r=l i=l 
mn *(p.») 
= 53 53 
r=i t'=l 
fiin 
= 53^r'n^S(r.«)-
r=l 
We summarize in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.3. For each n > 1 we have K0(C(7in)) 2£ C(Un,Z), with = 
C(l7n, Z+) and order unit tt„ = 5]^ k(r, n)xfl(r,„) -
This lemma, along with the fact that is the closure of the union of the in­
creasing sequence (C(ftn)}, gives us all we need to calculate the dimension group of 
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Theorem 4.2.4. The dimension group of C'(TVj is equal to the direct limit of the scaled 
ordered groups K0(C(7ln)) S= C(Un, Z) where the order unit u is the direct limit of the 
order units 
mn 
Un = 53fc(r,n)xB(rn) 
and the connecting homomorphisms 0(n,n+i). : C(Un, Z) —• C(Un+i,Z) are given by 
mn *(r) 
<P(n,n+l).(£) = ° T&1) 
r=l 1=1 
where 
B(r,n)=\jTW>(B(r, ,n+l))  
1=1 
and Ç o IS TAE function 
r 
0, otherwise. 
Proof. We have proven everything except for the nature of the connecting homomor­
phisms. Let n > 1 be given and take Ç € C(Un,Z), 0 < £ < un. Define, for 1 < r < m* 
and 1 < i < k(r,n), the sets 
-4r,i = B(r, n) A £~l([i, A:(r, n)]), 
which are clopen by the continuity of Ç. Let 
m„ *(r,n) 
P = 53 53 4/ ® XAr-, € C(Hn). 
r=l t=l 
This is clearly a projection. Furthermore, from our earlier calculations we see that 
\p] = HSi,n) XAr-<, and if we take x € B(r, n), then 
mn t(r,m) fc(M) 
53 53 = 53 xa,.„m=e(x). 
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Thus, ]p) = f. We then have 0(n,«+i).(O = <W+i).([p]) = [0(n,n+i)(p)] where 
0(n,R+l) : CCRTI) —> C(Hn+i) 
is defined in the previous section. Now, supposing 
t(r) 
B(r,n) = Ur<^')(B(r,,n + I)), 
1=1 
which we know holds by Theorem 3.2.3 since TL is AF, we have 
m„ *(r,n) 
0(n,n+l)(p) = ^ 53 ^(n>n+l) (/tV ® Xa,., ) • 
r=l i=l 
By definition, 
•Pn.n-rl ® XA,., ) (^, y) = < 
/S? ® Xa,., y). if (r, y) 6 Tin 
0, otherwise 
Xa,, ° rr? \x), if y = x € r%}(B(r, n)) 
0. otherwise. 
Since 
t(r) 
T<-'(S(r,n)) = U'i? o 4?:,"(S(n, n+D) 
1=1 
t(r) 
= Ur'-A"(S(r,,n+l)), 
1=1 
for some positive integers ?t, 1 < 5/ < t(rf, n + 1), we see that if x = ° ir?jtl\z), for 
some z 6 B(rt, n + 1), then 
<»+l (/S1 ® XA,J (*,X) = XA,., °T%I)(2) 
" 
l(l) 
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It follows from this that 
t(r) 
<t>n,n+l (/£' @ XA,.,) = 53 
1=1 
Therefore, we have 
m. *(r,«) t(r) 
0n,n+l(p) =53 23 534a ® Tn-'t 
r=l i=l 1=1 
^US' mn fc(r»n) <(r) 
<P(n,n+l).(f) — [0(n,n+l)(p)] — 53 53 53^r%^"\^r.,)" 
r=l i=l 1=1 
Since Ran T%" C B(r,n), we have that 
T^»'l(Arj) = (rl([<,t(r,«)D) • 
Therefore. 
mn *(r.R) t(r) 
<?(«,«+!). (o = 53 53 53 x<,Y>-l(<-H[u(r,«M))-
re! :=1 1=1 
It then follows from X^n+i)-t(C_l([jifc(r>n)])) = X(l>(,.n„ ° C ° that we have 
mn t(r,n) {(r) 
<P(n,»-rl).(5) = 53 53 53 X[i,À(r.n)] ° C ° TnJi1} 
r= 1 1=1 1=1 
mn <(*•) *(r'n) 
r=l 1=1 t=l 
mn <(»•) AOv*) > 
= %3^3 1 53 X[i.*(r.n)l 
r=l 1=1 y i= 1 t 
Noticing that (E£"' *m-J ° = ÎIb<"»> since 0 S we are left with, 
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for r and I fixed, 
Nk(r,n) 
23 X[<>(r,n)] 
i=l 
£ ° rfâ l )(x)  = 
(ZSTi'n)X[l>(r,n)I) 0Ç0T££1](x), if x € B(rz,n + 1) 
0, otherwise 
£ o Tr,nAl)M, if x 6 B(r,, n + 1) 
0, otherwise, 
since (Bfa, n+1)) c B(r, n). But now, this formula simply reduces to the function 
£ ° Tn£l)(x)- So, 
mn t(r) 
4>(n,n+l)»(0 = 23 T^'^' 
r= 1 i=I 
To show that this formula holds for an arbitrary element of C(Un ,  Z), we use the 
fact that {£ € C(Un, Z) : 0 < Ç < u„} is a scale for C(Un,Z). Thus, every element of 
C((/„, Z) can be written as a linear combination ^ with 0 < Ç, < u*. for all j. 
Then, 
(\ Un <(»•) 23 I = 23 ^ j 23 23 & j / j r=l 1=1 or, (n+l) rMt 
mn t(r) _______ 
=  2 3 2 3 2 3 °  r ™ l )  j r=l 1=1 
mn t(r) 
= 232323 a& ° T '^l) 
r=l Z=1 j 
mn t(r) 
= EE 
r=l 1=1 (**) or; (n+1) 
This completes the proof. 
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4.3 Examples 
We will now investigate some examples where Theorem 4.2.4 is used to calculate the 
dimension group of specific AF groupoids. To simplify the calculations, however, we 
first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.1. Retaining the notation from Theorem 4.2.4, let 
C(t/n,Z) = {/ 6 C(C7n,Z) : /|ij(r,R) = axB ( r n ) ,  1 < r < m„}. 
Then, 
limC([7n,Z) = limC(Lrn, Z), 
where the connecting maps <p(n,n+i). : C(Un, Z) —> C(£/n+i. Z) ore just (Ae restrictions of 
the maps 0(n,n+i). to the sets C(Un, Z). 
Proof To begin, let n > 1 be fixed and choose f € C(Un, Z). By the continuity of 
/ and the compactness of there exists a partition {C?i,....Ok} of C7n such that 
/ = aiX0i • Since we are assuming that 
oo m» fc(r,n) 
VV V r(rS 
n=l r=t 5,y=l 
is a basis for the topology on 7Z and that X and A(AT) are homeomorphic, it follows 
that the collection 
OO mn *(r»«) 
VV V rff(B(r,n)) 
R=1 r=I 5=1 
is a basis for the topology on X. Therefore, we may assume, by refining the partition 
{0i,..., Ok} if necessary, that for each 1 < i < k, 
= 
Tr,m5,(i, °-"° Tr"m,A(m) W r«m),  n + m)).  
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where m is a constant not depending on i. Thus, by Theorem 4.2.4, <P(n,n+i)«(/) = 
53*=i 0iX& , where each set Oi is of the form 
5
. = (B( r 'Ch " + "))• 
Therefore, for each n > 1 and / € C(Un ,  Z), there exists an JV > n such that 
0(JV-l,JV> O • • • O 0(„,„+!).(/) € C(i/jv,Z). 
Now, let C = limC(Lr„, Z). Then, by the definition of the direct limit, there exist 
homomorphisms rpn • C(Un, Z) —> C such that 
for all m < n. Likewise, if C = limC(C7n,Z) then there exist homomorphisms yn : 
C(Un,Z) -» C such that 
Tm — Tn ° 0(n—l,n)» 0 ' ' ' ° 0(m,m+l)ei 
for all m < n. Let Sn  :  C(Un ,  Z) -> C be defined by <fn = 7nlc(t/-„,z) for all n > 1. Then, 
it is clear that Sm = Sn o <p(n_i,n). o • • • o <9(m,m+i)., for all m < n, and so, by the universal 
property of direct limits, there exists a contractive homomorphism S :C -> C such that 
the diagram 
C(Ln,Z) C(Um ,  Z) 
commutes for all n > 1. We will show that S is an isomorphism. 
First, letting u € C be the order unit, we have u = ^n(t*n) for any n > 1, where 
is the order unit in C(Un, Z). So, 
= 5o tpn^Un) = <*»(«n) = 7«(«n) = "C, 
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where uc € C is the order unit of C. Hence, S is unital. 
Next, suppose, for / € C ,  that 6 ( f )  = 0. Find an m > 1 and x e C(Um ,  Z) such that 
^m(x) = f. Then, 5m(x) = 5oipm(x) = 0, which leaves 7m(x) = 0. Since the connecting 
homomorphisms <£(n,n+i). inject, it must be that 7n injects for each n > 1. So, x = 0. 
Thus, / = ibm(x) = Vm(0) = 0. This shows that S injects. 
Finally, we show that S surjects. Let g € C. Find m > 1 and y € C(Um ,  Z) such 
that 7m(y) = 5. By our observation at the beginning of the proof, there exists n > m 
such that 0(n-i,„). o - ••o<p(m,m+1).(y) e C(t7„,Z). Then, 
5 = 7m(y) = 7n o 0(»-l,n). ° * * • ° 0(m,m+l). (î/) 
= <?n 0 0(n-l,n). O • • • O 0(m,m+1). (y), 
this second equality by the definition of Jn. Thus, 
9 = SoipnO <p(„_itR). O . . • O 0(m,m+i).(y), 
because 6n  = 6oTbn .  Hence, J surjects, which completes the proof. 
• 
Example 4.3.2. Consider the CAR algebra 21 = (Jn>l of Example 2.2.6, where 
%t — for all n > 1, and whose Bratteli diagram looks like 
From Lemma 4.3.1, we know that the dimension group of 21 is equal to the direct limit 
of the scaled ordered groups 
(5([/„,Z),C(0'„,Z+),2"X„.) 
where, in the case of the CAR algebra, Un = B(l,n). 
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For each n > 1, we define the homomorphism 
<t>n : C(Un,Z) —> Z[l/2], 
where Z[l/2] represents the diadic rationals, by <pn (axB(l n)) = a2~n. Then, for any 
m < n, by Theorem 4.2.4, and with <Z>(m,n). = <P(n-L,n). o • • • o <p(m,m-n)., 
0n ° 0(m,n)» (aXB(i,m)) = <Pn (2n mÛXB(i.«)) 
= û2n-m • 2~n = a2~m 
= <Pm (ûXB(l.m)) • 
Hence, the diagram 
C(Um, Z) • C(17„, Z) 
Z[l/2l 
commutes. It follows that 
limC(£/n,Z) S UmC(C/n,Z) = Z[l/2]. 
We also see that the positive cone is given as 
«o (a) = U *- (5(t/«,z*)) = z+[i/2], 
n>l 
with u = 1, where u is the order unit of Z[l/2j. Thus, we have the dimension group of 
the CAR algebra 21 given by 
*„(«) = (Z[1/2],Z+[1/2],1). 
We note that this example also appears in [4], and our calculations here could also be 
obtained using the results of Poon [22, Corollary 3.3]. 
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Example 4.3.3. The AF algebra with Bratelli diagram 
is simply the set of all continuous complex-valued functions on the Cantor set X. This 
algebra is mentioned in Example 2.2.5, and from the discussion given at the beginning 
of this chapter, one has that 
K0(C(X)) = (C(X,Z) fC(X, Z+),Xx) -
Example 4.3.4. We now consider an AF algebra which is a hybrid of the two previous 
examples. In particular, let 21 be the AF algebra with Bratteli diagram 
By Lemma 4.3.1 we know that K0(2L) = limC(Z7„,Z) where Un = (J?=i B(i,n), for all 
n > 1, can be thought of diagrammatically as the union of the sets at level n in the 
Bratelli diagram. For n > 1 given and ûîX8(1.„) € C(Un, Z), we see that 
(2n \ 2" yi aiXB ( i .n) J — 53 (xS(,.n)) 1=1 / 1=1 
2« 
~ 2x8(,2.n+i)) 
1=1 
2» 
t=l 
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where B(ii ,  n+1) and B(i2 ,  n+1) are exactly those sets in the collection V^i+t B(r,  n+1) 
which l ie in B(i,n).  
In general, for m < n we have 
(2m \ 2m ^2 J = S" m i=l / i=l 
where B(ru  n),. . . ,  B(r t(i),  n) are exactly those sets in V^Ti B(r,  n) which lie in B(i,  m). 
Now, let Xmin = rc.1 C/n, which can be shown to be the Cantor set. Indeed, the 
diagram for Xmin is that of Example 4.3.3. We then define a homomorphism 
<i>n:C(Un ,Z)-+C(Xm i n ,Z{l/2}),  
for all n > 1 and where we give Z[l/2] the discrete topology, by 
(2" \ 2" E ) = 2~" E i=I / i=l 
We see that for any m < n. 
- ®»(2" 
= 2~mI>Xr 
i=I M 8(r>.n)]nx„ 
J=1 
— 0m 
Hence, the diagram 
C(Cfm,Z) C(Cf.,Z) 
!• 
C(Xnrin,Z[l/2]) 
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commutes. Therefore, limC(Z7n,Z) C C(Xmin, Z[l/2]). To prove the opposite contain­
ment we let / € C(Xmin,Z[l/2]). Then, by the compactness of Xmin, f is a simple 
function, and therefore an element of limC(Lrn, Z). Hence, by Lemma 4.3.1, 
UmC(t/R,Z) S C(Xmin, Z[l/2]). 
In addition to this, 
Kj(<&) «(J*,  (C(U„, Z*))  = { / €  C ( A f ™„,Z[l/2]) : / > 0} 
n>l 
and the order unit u is given by u = XX m i n  •  Thus, 
K0(a) = (c(X„u„, Z[l/2]), C(X„te, Z[1/2J+), x,m„ ) • 
Example 4.3.5. Consider the GICAR algebra 21, whose Bratteli diagram is given by 
We would like to use Lemma 4.3.1 to calculate the K0 group of 21. 
First, we can use, as our decreasing sequence {C7n}^L0 of sets, the collection where 
Un = U^11S(r, n), for all n > 1, with the clopen sets {B(r, n)}^1 corresponding to the 
upper left matrix units in the subalgebras 2^. 
The direct system 
C(UUZ) C(U2 ,Z) *-^4* - . .  
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that results from Theorem 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.3.1 is then such that the action of 0(n.n+i). 
can be realized by the matrix 
1 
1 1 
1 
A = 
€ A/n+2,n+l» 
1 
1 
where all unspecified entries are zero and the function 2Z^i arXB(r.n, € C(Un, Z) is 
viewed as the vector (ax,... ,an+1)r € Zn+I. We now define, by adding a column to 
this matrix, the new matrix 
r 1 
1 1 
1 
An,n+1 — € Mi+2» 
1 1 
1 1 
where, as above, all unspecified entries are zero. This matrix is lower triangular, and 
therefore invertible. So, for all n > 1, let 
An = [A0-,i ® In. l] [Afj © In-i] ' ' ' fea-l © A] A^ € Mn+l, 
and Rn : Zn+l -> C(Xmm, Z) be given by 
n+1 
Rn(ai, , Ûfl+l) = ^ ] afXa(r.r-t)nXmin ' 
where, as before, Xmm = f£L0 Un. 
r=l 
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Remark 10. The set Xmin can be given a concrete realization as the set of all infinite 
paths in the diagram 
which is homeomorphic to the set {0,1,1/2,1/3,1/4,...} with the relative topology it 
inherits as a subset of R. Then, the set 5(r, r — 1), for any r > 1, is the set of all paths 
emanating from the vertex with label r — 1. 
Finally, let 4>n : C(Un, Z) -» C(Xmtn,Z) be given by <t>n = Rn ° An, for all n > 1, 
where we know on maps to C(Xmtn, Z) since -4^+1 has integer entries for all r > 0. We 
would like to show that the diagram 
C(Un, Z) c(tui, z) 
*i»+l 
C(Xmin,Z) 
commutes. 
Let (oi,..., a„+i)T € C(Un, Z). Then, 
^n+l ° 0(n,n-H)e(O!l? , 
— 0n-f-l ° -AniR+x(ori,..., OtR+i, 0)T 
= Rn+l ® An+l ° AniR4.i(o:i, , Otn+i, 0)^* 
— •Rn+I ° [A),I © AJ ' ' * „ © Al(ai,. -., Otn+1, 0)r. 
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If we define C0?~\P%+\)T = Aniln(a1,..., On+i)r and, in general, for 2 < i < n, 
0%-*,..., ftii+2f = A^iUn_i+M~i+\..., ^ 2l)r, 
we see that 
0n+1 ° ^ (n,n+l)«(ûl? : ÛR+l)^* 
= /2n+l o [Aïl ©/„]-•• [.Ci2,n-1 © /2](/?r \0)r 
= -Rn+1 O [AQ, \ ©/„]••• [A^3,n_2 © /3](/?T-2,..., /^-2, .<%-}, Of 
= =-Rn+i  °  [Ao |  ©/ n ] ( /3i ,>^3» '  2 ' /^n+l>0) r  
= fln+i(ti\ ft, - -., >Sr2: , 0)r 
n+i 
= ^lXB(i.o)nxmm ^ Xa(,.r-i)nxm,„ -
r=2 
However, we see from the following calculation that 
0r(ûi, • - • , Ûn+l) 
= ft,o An(ai,.  • . ,  a,+i)T 
— [-4o,i © A-l] ' ' • [-^n-2,n-l © A]Aî-I,n(ûIi- • • • <*n+l)T 
= -Rn o [Ail ® /„-!] • • • [/l;!,,,., ® /.IW1,..., mil? 
n+l 
= ^lXB(i.o)nxm,n + 53 & X8(r.r-i)nxmtn 1 
r=2 
Thus, d>„ = ç>n+i ° 0(n,n+i)-r and we conclude that the diagram commutes. 
Now, in constructing the algebra 2, by choosing the appropriate embeddings between 
the finite-dimensional subalgebras, we may assume, without a loss of generality, that 
the sequence {[/„}£L0 is such that B(r,n) C B(r,n - 1), for all 1 < r < n, and that 
B(n+1, n) C B(n, n — 1). For / € C(Xmtn, Z), by the compactness of ATmm, there exists 
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an n > 1 and integers a1:..., an+i such that 
n+1 
f = 53 °lT'X-Bir.n)nXmin • 
r=l 
We would like to show that / is an element of the image of <pn-
Let 1 < r < n. Then, by assumption, 
B(r, n) C B(r, n — 1) C • * • C fl(r, r — 1). 
So, in particular, if r < I < n + 1, then B(r,n) C B(r, / — 1). Because the collection 
{B(i, I — 1)}|_1 is pairwise disjoint, it follows that B(r,n) n B(l,l — 1) = 0. We also 
observe that our assumptions imply 
B(r, n) C B(r, r — 1) C B{r — 1, r — 2) C * • * C 2?(1, 0). 
Now, define the function 
n 
/n+l = ûlXs(i.0)nxmtn + 
t=l  
Take x 6 Xmin, and suppose x € B(r, n), 1 < r < n. Then, 
r—1 
fn+l(x) Q1^8(i.0)n*mi„ (•r) ~~ at)Xfl(i*i.,)nxm,n (X)-
i=l 
But, B(r,n) C B(r,r — 1) C • • • C B(1,0), from which it follows that 
r—1 
/n+l(x) = Qi + 5^(oti+i - Oti) = Otr. 
t=l 
Thus, /(x) — ar = /n+i(z), whenever x € B(r, n), 1 < r < n. If x € B(n + l.n) then 
/(x) = û„+i and 
n 
fn+lix) ûlXfl(i.o)nxmtB (^) ^ "(Qt-i-l ~ at)XB(t+i.,)nxmm (X) 
i=l 
= "n+l 
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since B(n + l,n) c B(n,n — 1) C • • • C B(1,0). Therefore, / = fn+i as elements of 
C(Xmin, Z). So, for all / € C(Xmin, Z) there exist integers ..., /3n+1 such that 
n+1 
^ = 53 ^ r^B(r,r-l)nXmln " 
r=l 
Remark 11. The continuous functions C(Xmin, Z) can be identified with the set of all 
infinite sequences which are eventually zero. 
Now, since An is invertible and A"1 has integer entries, 
and • •  - . Ai-h)1") = /• Thus, we have 
U 0n(C(tZ„, Z)) = C(Xm,„, Z). 
n>l 
The injectivity of the maps <pn then implies that 
IimC(C/n,Z) = (J 4>n(C(Un,Z)) = C(Xmin,Z). 
* ">1 
It also follows from Theorem 4.2.4 that the order unit u is the function y, . To obtain 
a complete description of the dimension group of 21, it remains to describe the positive 
cone Kq(&). 
To begin, as a notational convenience we will let the collection {er(n + l)}"=x repre­
sent the standard basis vectors for Zn+1 for each n > 1. Our first step will be to describe 
L 
the way the matrix An acts on this collection. In what follows we will use I to denote 
oX 
the binomial coefficient bl(a — 6)!" 
Lemma 4.3.6. For each n > 1 and, 1 < r < n + 1, we have 
Zn + 1 — r , 
A„(=r(n + I)) = £(-l)'-r | =,(" + 1). 
J=r \ j-r 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For the induction basis, it is easy to verify that 
the formula holds when n = 1 and 1 < r < 2. So, we suppose the formula is valid for 
n  > 1  and a l l l<r<n + l .  
Let 1 < i < n + 2 be arbitrary. We see that 
•An+i(e<(n + 2)) — 
An 0 
0 1 
An 0 
0 1 
An,n+ie.(" + 2) 
n+2 
= D-D"' 
n+1 
An 0 
0 1 
An 0 
0 1 
6r(n + 2) 
Cr(n + 2) + (—1)" + 2) 
+ (—l)n ,en+2(n + 2). 
By the induction hypothesis we then have 
n+1 n+1 Zn + 1 _ r ' 
+ 2)) = £53(-ir' |C,-(n + 2) + (-l)—e.«(n + 2). 
r=t j=r I j — r 
If, in this double sum, we switch the order of summation, this becomes 
m+i i /n + 1. — r' 
*.+,(%(„+ 2)) = | =j(n +2)+ + 2) 
J =i r=i I j - r 
n+1 
= E(-ir' j=* Éf+l"r r=t \ J - r Cj(n + 2) 4- (—l)""'en+2(% + 2). 
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Here, we make note of the binomial coefficient identity 
+ |  m-i-n +  1 
f c=°  I k  J  I n 
which is valid for any nonnegative integers n and m.  By then letting k  =  j  — r  and 
m = n + 1 — j, we see that we can write 
E r1_r 
r=i l J-T 
0 E 
fc=j—i 
n + 1 + k  — j 
k  
ËM fc=0 I t 
( 
m +  j  — i  +  1  
\ J'"Z' 
n — i + 2 
j - i  
Therefore. 
-4n-n(ej(n + 2)) = ^(—1)J 1 ( | ej(n + 2) + (—l)n tefl+2(n + 2) j=« V J - i 
n+2 » . . i n — z + 2 
= E'-1)'"' I I «,(n + 2). 
j  - I  J=* 
Hence, by induction, the formula holds for all n > 1 and 1 < r < n + 1, completing the 
proof. 
• 
This gives us the tools we need to describe Kq($L). However, we first establish some 
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notation. Let n > 1 be fixed and define 
Pn = 153 &XB(r.r_l)nxmm : & € Z for all 1 < r < n + l|. 
We then let P+ be the subset of P„ for which 
£ ~ A+i > o, 
1=0 \Jc — 11 
for all k such that 0 < k < n. We then have the following theorem describing KQ . 
Theorem 4.3.7. For the GICAR algebra 21, KQ (21) = (J P*. 
n> 1 
Proof. To begin, let / 6 Kq($L) = |Jn>I <p„ (c(Un, Z+) j. So, there exists an n > 1 and 
(oi,... ,q„+i)t € Z"+l such that / = <?n(g) where 
n-r-1 
5 = 53a^a(,.n,-
r=tl 
We will analyze the action of <j>n on g by considering the action of the matrix A„ on the 
vector (qi, ..., orn+i)r. So, we apply our previous lemma to get 
An(au . . . ,  a„+i) r  = An  ^53 Qre r(n + 1)^ 
n-rl 
= 5>rA„(er(n + l)) 
r=l 
Z n  +  l - r \  
= 53ar53(-i)J M | e,(7i + 1) 
r=l j=r I j — r 
_  ( n  +  l - r \  
= X^53(-1)J rQ r  |  e,(n + l) .  
p=1 j=r \ j — r 
By switching the order of summation this becomes 
n+1 j 1 n + 1 — r 
A n (oi , . . . .  o„+ i ) r=53 53( - 1 ) 7  r < k r  I  I  e j ( n +1)  
J=1 r=l 1 j — r 
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and so we have 
<t>n{g) = Rfl o4(ûlr- , t t «+l)3 
n+1 j 
" 
R»|EE(-1) j"r Q ' |n  +  l  r  I «>(" + D j=l r=l \ J - r 
n+l 
— yi An 
j=1 
• ^ iH + 1 — r ' 
£(-ir'a, | I e>(" + !) 
j ~ r  
n+1 j 
= ED-'r«, n+1~ri* 
j=l r=l I j' — T 
Thus, we need to show that, for all 0 < A: < n, 
Sk =Y1 
i+i 
i=0 IK — 
2>ir ' - 'a r | "+ 1  r i  >0.  
r=l \ I + 1 — r 
If we now reverse the order of summation, 5* can be written as 
*+1 * 
r=lZ=r—1 
/ 
n + 1 — r 
Z + l -r 
By making use of the identity 
n + 1 — r | Zn + 1 — r | ( k  +  1  —  /  
l + l — rj lfc+1 — rl W + 1 — r 
'n-ï '
k - L  
we are able to write 
*+1 k 
Sk = E £ (-l)'+1"a- i n+ 1 — rl 
i Ar + 1 — r 
Ar +  l - r 1  
/ + 1 -r 
f n  +  l - r \  £ ( _ i ) M _ r t k  +  l - r  
= — 
r=l \ k  +  l ~ r j  tar—l l + l - r  
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By a well-known binomial coefficient identity, 
Z=r—1 \l + 1 — T J 
provided r — 1 < k. Thus, St = a*+1 > 0. Therefore, / € P*. and we have established 
containment in one direction. 
To prove the opposite containment, let n > 1 be given and suppose the function 
PrXB(r.r~i)nxmin ^ 311 element of P+. It follows that for all 0 < k < n we have 
a* > 0 where 
1=0 \k - ll 
Hence, the function 53"^ ar_ixfl(rn) is an element of C{Un, Z*). and therefore 
So, we will have proven the desired result if we can show that 
(n+1 \ n+1 
530r-1X»(r.n) j = 
r=l / r=l 
In order to do this, we first notice that 
Ar ln(o0,...,ac„)T = .4n ^Qr_!er(n + 1)^ 
3i+ier(n +1) 
pipi / n-l  ,  
— ^53 I J A+i-4n(er(n + 1)), 
r=l 1—0 I r — 1 — I, 
which, if we apply our previous lemma becomes 
I " ' 1  ) (n+1_rU( n + i ) .  
r=l i=0 J=r I r — 1 — 11 1 j — r 
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By switching the order of summation, we can in turn write this sum as 
) (n+1 ™r)«,(»+«. 
j=l r=l 1=0 \r — 1 — IJ I j — T I 
So, our task has become one of showing that, for each 1 < j < n + 1, if 
l ( n + 1 " r  
r=i i=o \r — 1 — 11 \ J — r 
then Sj = /?,. 
To establish this, we first switch the order of summation in Sj to obtain 
= £ t (-1VA*, f I (n+1~r  
1=0 r=t+i \r — 1 — IJ I j — r 
and notice that ifO</<j — 1 then 
£(-!>'-'{ ) fn + 1"r 
r = i + i  \ r — l  —  l j \  j  —  r  
= £ (-Dj-r (n -1)1 
y  j - r  , ( n  +  1 - j ) l ( j - l - D l  
= 
( r a
~
/ ) !  y (_iy-r  U- 1 - 1  
( n  +  l - m - l - D l ^  } [  j - R  
= 0 
since 52r=z+i(~l)J~r | ^ | = 0. Therefore, we conclude that Sj = fy. So. 
j - r  
<pn(a0 , . . . ,Qn) r  = An O An(Qo,...,Orn)r 
= Rn 
n+1 
-l )nx„ 
r=l 
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which completes the proof. 
• 
For comparison, we mention that Davidson's [4] description of AT0(2l) for the GICAR 
algebra is 
(Z[y], {/ 6 Z [ y )  : / > 0 on (0,1)}, 1). 
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CHAPTER 5 
AF GROUPOmS FROM DIMENSION GROUPS 
The results of Chapter 4 provide a useful method for using the structure of an 
AF groupoid to calculate the associated dimension group. This chapter is meant to 
investigate the reverse procedure. That is, given a dimension group, by what process 
does one construct its associated groupoid? Of course, one answer to this question 
involves first constructing the AF algebra of the dimension group. Here we will take a 
more direct approach utilizing character groups. 
5.1 Character Groups 
Given a group G, a character of G is a homomorphism of G into the multiplicative 
group T = {z € C : \z\ = 1}, the unit circle in the complex plane. 
Theorem 5.1.1. [9, Theorem 23.2] 
The set of all characters of a group G is an abelian group under the operation 
XIXÏ(x) = XiWXzW, for all characters Xi and X2 on G, and with identity element 
the function id(x) = 1, for all x € G, and inverse operation \~l — X-
With G a topological abelian group, the group of all continuous characters of G is 
called the character group of G, and will be denoted by G. One often puts a topology 
on G, which we now describe. 
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For every compact set F C G and every e > 0, define the set 
{x € G : |xCr) — 1| < e for all a: € F}. 
The collection of all such sets forms a basis at the identity in G [9, Theorem 23.15], and 
therefore describes a topology on G. 
Theorem 5.1.2. [9, Theorem 23.17] 
If G has the discrete topology then G is compact. 
Example 5.1.3. [9, page 366] 
Consider the group Z. The mapping a Xa from T to Z where XoU) = a is a 
homeomorphism, and so the character group of Z is T. 
Example 5.1.4. [9, page 367] 
Consider the finite cyclic group Zm = {0,1,.... m — 1} with addition modulo m. The 
mappings k >-» exp where I is a fixed integer such that 0 < I < m — 1. represents 
all characters of Zm. As such, the character group of Zm is Zm. 
We now state a theorem that will be of use to us in what follows. 
Theorem 5.1.5. [9, Corollary 24.12] 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. Every continuous character of H admits an exten­
sion to a continuous character of G. 
This theorem is a consequence of the famous Pontryagin-VanKampen duality theo­
rem. 
Theorem 5.1.6 (Pontryagin-VanKampen). [9, Theorem 24.8] 
Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Then, the character group of G is ( topo-
logically) isomorphic to G. 
For a much more detailed treatment of character groups, please see [9]. 
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5.2 Partial Dynamical Systems of Characters 
We will begin this section through a consideration of a relatively simple type of 
dimension group. However, consideration of this simple example will motivate the treat­
ment of the general case. 
Consider the dimension group (G, u) = lim(Z, Z"*\ u„), with unital connecting 
homomorphisms <pn,»+i : Z —• Z and én : Z —• G such that the diagram 
commutes for all n > 1. Clearly, for all n, Z/{tin) — Zttn, where (O denotes the 
subgroup generated by un. We define, for all n > 1, the maps $R,n+i : ZUn -» ZUn+t by 
letting ^n,n+i(r + (%*)) = 0n,n+i(x) + (z/n-ri)- To see that these maps are well-defined, 
suppose x + (un) = y + (%*). Thus, x — y € (u„), and so, there exists a & € Z such that 
x-y — kun. Hence, <pn,n+1(z - y) = <z>„,n+i(A:un) = since each of the maps <?„,„+1 
are unital. So, 0n,R+i(x) - <z>n,R+i(y) € (un+i) and we have 
As such, the maps $n,n+i are well-defined. Furthermore, it is easy to check that these 
maps are homomorphisms. 
We next want to show that <£„,„+1 injects. Therefore, suppose (x + ("n)) = 0. 
That is to say, 0n,n+i(x) + = (ttn+i>- So, for some k € Z, <pR,R+i(x) = fcitn+i-
By the injectivity of 0n,R+i we therefore have <2>n,n+1(x) = and so, x = 
Hence, $R,R+i injects. Consequently we have a direct system 
$„,„+! (r + («n» = $n,n-rl(y + fan))-
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with infective connecting maps. So, there exists an infective homomorphism pn : ZUn —> 
lim ZUn, for all n > 1 such that pn+l o = pn, for all n. 
By following these same arguements, we can show that the map : ZUn —> G/(u) 
where $n(z+(un)) = <p„(z)+(u) is a well-defined infective homomorphism, for all n > 1. 
Now, for any n > 1 and z + € ZUn, it is straightforward to show that 
Thus, by the universal property of the direct limit, there exists a unique homomorphism 
$ : lim ZUfl —• G/(u) such that the diagram 
commutes. We would like to show that the mapping $ is an isomorphism. 
Suppose $(z) = 0 for z € lim Zu„. Since there exists an n > 1 and xn € Zu„ such 
that Ai(zn) = z we have 
Then, by the injectivity of $n, z„ = 0. So, z = Pr»(z„) = pn(0) = 0, and we conclude 
that $ injects. Now, take x + (u) € G/{u). Hence, there exists an n > 1 and zn € Z 
such that 0„(xn) = z. So, $„(zn + (ttn)) = z + (u). Thus, 
$»+l O $n,n+l(x + (îin>) = $n(z + <U„». 
limZttn 
•ttn+I 
$«(*«) = $ O /Dn(zn) = $(z) = 0. 
$ o Pn(xn  + (Un))  =  Z +  <tt ) ,  
and we conclude that $ surjects. Therefore we have 
G/(u) S UmZ/(un).  
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Now, letting Q  =  G / ( u )  and Q n  =  Z / ( u n ) ,  for all n > 1, we consider Q and Qn, the 
character groups of Q and Qn, respectively. 
Lemma 5.2.1. The character group ofQis the projective limit of the character groups 
of Qn- In symbols, 
<3 5* lim <5 n-
Proof. Define, for n > 1, the maps : Qn+1 -> Qn by Vn+i,»(x) = X°$«,»+!- This 
is certainly a group homomorphism. Furthermore, define the maps ipn ' Q Qn by 
i>n{x) ~X° and notice that 
^n-r= <+l,n(X ° $TH-l) 
= X0^+l 0 i ,n+l 
= X°$n =  ^ «(X)-
So, by the universal property of the projective limit, there exists a unique homomorphism 
xp : Q —> limQn such that the diagram 
lim§„ 
Q n 
commutes, for all n > 1, where icn : lim Qn —> Qn is projection onto the n-th coordinate. 
We hope to show that xj) is an isomorphism. 
Let (xi, X2, - - -) € limQn and, for all n > 1, define the set 
= {x € § : X ° = Xn}. 
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If we take an element xo £ Xn then, since 1 € Qn is a generator of Qn, it must be that 
Xo ° $„(!) # Xn(l)- Then, the open neighborhood 
{X € Q : |x « $n(l) - Xo o $n(l)| < e} 
contains xo and, for small e, does not intersect Xn. Hence, Xn is a closed subset of Q. 
Next, we let x € Xn+1. Then, 
X°$n = X o o  *R , n + i  
= Xn-t-l ° 
= ^n+l,n(Xn+l) = Xn-
Hence, x € Xn, and we see that {Xn}^_l is a nested decreasing sequence of closed 
subsets of Q. 
Now, if we take Xn 6 Qn and define /($n(ç)) = Xn(ç), for all ç € Qn, we have / as 
a character on the subgroup $n(Qn) C Q, which, giving Q the discrete topology, must 
also be closed. Then by Theorem 5.1.5, / can be extended to a character on Q, say /. 
Since 
/ o <&n = / O $n = Xn» 
it follows that Xn is nonempty. So, by the compactness of Q (Theorem 5.1.2) the 
intersection f£Li is nonempty. If we then let x € fl^Li Xn, we see that for all n > 1, 
*n O 1Û(x) ~ tn(x) =X°^n=Xn, 
and it follows that i p ( x )  = (Xi, Xz, • - •)• Hence, 0 surjects. 
Now, suppose that tZ-'(x) = (1,1,...), the identity. Then, ^n(x) = 1? and so, for all 
X°$n — 1- Well, if x € Q, since Q = lim(?n, there exists an n and qn € Qn such that 
$n(9n) = r. Thus, 
x(=) = x ° *n(g«) = i. 
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Hence, % = 1 in Q. Therefore, 0 injects, and we have completed the proof. 
• 
We would now like to show that the connecting maps ibn : Q —» Qn are continuous. 
It is easy to see that each Qn is finite (in fact, isomorphic to ZUn, cf. [9]) and has the 
discrete topology, and so, to prove continuity for it is enough to let Xn € Qn and 
show that ^£"l(Xn) is closed in Q. Well, 
t£nL(Xn) = {X € Q : ^ n(x)  = Xn} 
= {x € <5 : X ° = Xn}, 
which is just the set Xn from the above proof. Hence, ipn is continuous, for all n > 1. 
Letting idi € Qi be the character which is identically 1 on Qi, consider the set 
£(1,1) = '(idi). By the continuity of fa, £(1,1) is clopen in Q. Furthermore, 
since fa is a homomorphism, £(1,1) is a subgroup of Q. Hence, for all Xi>X2 € Q, if 
XiB(l,  1)H%2£(1.1) # 0 then %i£(l ,  1) = Xz£(l,  1)- The collection {%£(!,  1) :  x € Q} 
is clearly an open cover of Q, and so by the compactness of Q, there exist ....Xn] 6 
Q such that 
i=i 
Without a loss of generality we may assume that xi^ = id € Q and xi^£(l, 1) n 
XjL)£(1, 1) = 0 whenever i # j. 
Now, it is straightforward that #i(%|^£(l, 1)) is a singleton for each 1 < i  < n. 
If we suppose Wi(x|1)£(l» 1)) and t^i(xjI)£(l, 1)) are the same element, we find that 
fa (x.(l)x51} ) = idi, and so, xPx^ € £(1,1). Hence, i = j by our choice of these 
characters. Thus, because xp surjects. fa (Q) = Qx = ZUl = ZUl. and it must be that 
n = U\. So, we obtain the partition 
V 1) 
t=l 
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of Q. 
Now, for each n > 1, let B(l,n) = C Q, which is a clopen subgroup. We 
see that if we take x € B( 1, n + 1) then 
^n(x) — V'm-l.n ° *An+l(x) — ^n+l,n(idn+l) = idn-
Thus, x € B(l,n), and we see that {B(l,n)}^Lx is a nested decreasing sequence of 
clopen subgroups in Q. 
As above, for each n > 1, there exist characters • • • « xi",^) € B(l. n) such 
that 
«(n-fl) 
:=1 
is a partition of B(l,n). 
Claim. s(n + 1) = un+i/un 
Proof. Suppose V[=i X*B(1, n) is a partition of Q. As above, r = It follows that 
Un 
V V X.xS"+1)B(l,n+l)  
»=l J=l 
is a partition of Q and thus that Uns(n + l) = un-ri- Hence, we have s(n-H) = un-i-i/vn-
For each n > 1 and with B(1,0) = Q, if we now define the maps cr[^ : B(l,n) —* 
B(l,n — 1) by (x) = X»n)X» then clearly the collection 
oo »(n) 
U U«'} 
n=l »=1 
is a collection of partial homeomorphisms on Q that satisfies Conditions 3.1.5. Thus, 
for all n > 1, let rff Tn) : B(l, n) -*Q be given by 
n*s? 
L*=i 
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where (si,...,sn) € TT]L, fl, uiju^i] with u0 = 1 and each of these intervals is a subset 
of Z+. Then, by Corollary 3.2.5, the inverse semigroup S generated by the partial 
homeomorphisms rf£ is AF. Furthermore, Lemma 4.3.1 allows us to calculate its 
dimension group as the direct limit of the sequence 
where the connecting maps <?(„,„+1).  are such that <b(„,n+i).(*) = (un+i/^) x.  But then 
it is clear that with V, the groupoid generated by the inverse semigroup 5, we have 
(G,G+,u) S (K0{Cm(H)),  K0(C'(H)+) ,  1),  
as desired. 
Having considered the groupoid construction for the simple type of dimension group 
given above, we now move on to a consideration of a general dimension group G, which 
we know can be realized as an inductive limit, say lim(Zn*,Z"\ %&). To proceed with 
the construction of the groupoid 7L associated with G, we first construct the unit space 
of 71. We do so by building a Bratteli diagram. 
To build this diagram, we put, at the fc-th level of the diagram, n* vertices. To 
describe the edges that connect these vertices, let k > 2 be given. Label the vertices at 
the k-th level with the integers 1 to n*. For 1 < to < n*, let x € G be a character such 
that %(%) = 1 where u is the order unit of G and, for all t ^ t'o, X ° àki^i(k)) = 1 where 
{ei(fc),....e„t(fc)} represents the standard basis for Zn*. Since, for all 1 < Z < nfc_!, 
4k-i*(ei(k - 1)) = 53 
i=l 
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we can write 
X°<f>k-i(ei(k- 1)) = X°<t>k°<t>k-iA e i( k~ !))  
= X° <t>k (èQiei( *)) 
=  H i x o M ^ r  
i=l 
= be ° 0fc(e.o(*))]o<o • 
In this way we can determine the constants ait..., a„k associated with d>k-i,k- We then 
draw aio edges from the vertex I at the k — 1 level to the z0 vertex at the k level. The 
resulting Bratteli diagram is clearly that of the algebra whose dimension group equals G. 
The partial dynamical systems described in [16] wiU then provide the means to construct 
the appropriate groupoid. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of Chapter 4, in effect, provide one direction of a direct link from AF 
groupoids to dimension groups. That is, they allow one to compute the dimension group 
directly from the groupoid s structure, as encoded by the action of the associated inverse 
semigroup of partial homeomorphisms. We conclude this paper with a discussion of an 
unresolved question related to this, and some additional comments on the attempt to 
reverse this link through the methods of Chapter 5. 
In Section 4.3, AT-theoretic calculations are carried through for a number of specific 
examples of AF algebras. The common characteristic possessed by each of the resulting 
dimension groups is that they are groups of continuous functions on the set Xmin. A 
natural question to ask then is whether there is some general result that describes the 
dimension group of every AF algebra as such a collection of continuous functions. This 
seems fairly ambitious, but the more modest goal of providing this description for certain 
classes of AF algebras seems attainable. 
The set Xmin which occurs in these examples can be identified with the set of all 
infinite paths in a subgraph of the Bratteli diagram for the algebra. For the calculations 
in Section 4.3, the structure of this subgraph provides a useful visual aid in performing 
these calculations, and would likely serve as an important tool in proving a more general 
result along these lines. 
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An attempt is made in Chapter 5 to bring full circle the ideas introduced in Chapter 4. 
That is, a duality-like result is described for AF groupoids by utilizing character groups. 
This effort is undertaken in order to provide a direct link back from dimension groups to 
AF groupoids, effectively reversing the process described in Chapter 4. Unfortunately, 
the results of Chapter 5 where this question is considered in full generality are not very 
enlightening. For the most part, the dynamical systems which arise for the general case 
are the same as those described by [24], [8], and [16]. 
Despite this, the discussion in Chapter 5 of dimension groups which are of the form 
lim(Z, Z+, Un) does enable a description of an interesting method for directly construct­
ing a groupoid (and inverse semigroup of partial homeomorphisms) by only utilizing 
the characters defined on a quotient group of the dimension group. This method, how­
ever, makes explicit use of the inductive limit description of the dimension group, and 
therefore seems somewhat less general than would be desirable. 
The most general result along these lines would describe the construction of the 
correct groupoid beginning with an arbitrary Riesz group, c.f. [4]. Since the results 
of Chapter 5 do not satisfactorily handle the case of an arbitrary direct limit of the 
form lim(Zn*,Z"fc,tifc), this goal seems a bit unrealistic at the moment. Despite this, 
preliminary results do suggest that there is a construction that will be able to handle 
totally ordered dimension groups such as (Z[l/2],Z+[l/2], 1). It remains to be seen if 
these ideas will work for an arbitrary totally ordered dimension group. 
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